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Se en Area of Learning ha e been iden ified o de cribe an appropria e c rric l m for hree o fi e ear old ha
ppor
he
de elopmen of children and heir kill The complemen each o her and ork oge her o pro ide a cro c rric lar approach o
form a prac ical rele an c rric l m
Empha i i placed on de eloping children kill acro
he Area of Learning o pro ide a
o ng children learning The e en Area of Learning are

Pe
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We bei g

C

a De e

i able and in egra ed approach for

e

Per onal and Social De elopmen Well being and C l ral Di er i i a he hear of he Fo nda ion Pha e and children
de eloped acro all Area of Learning hro gh par icipa ion in e perien ial learning ac i i ie indoor and o door

kill are

Children learn abo
hem el e heir rela ion hip
i h o her children and ad l bo h i hin and be ond he famil The are
enco raged o de elop heir elf e eem heir per onal belief and moral al e The de elop an nder anding ha o her ha e
differing need abili ie belief and ie
The Fo nda ion Pha e ppor
he c l ral iden i of all children o celebra e differen c l re and help children recogni e and
gain a po i i e a arene of heir o n and o her c l re Po i i e a i de
ill be de eloped o enable children o become
increa ingl a are of and apprecia e he al e of he di er i of c l re and lang age ha e i in a m l ic l ral orld The
ill
become increa ingl a are of he radi ion and celebra ion ha are impor an a pec of he c l re
i hin o r orld
Mo i a ion and commi men o learning i enco raged a children begin o nder and heir o n po en ial and capabili ie
Children are ppor ed in becoming confiden compe en and independen hinker and learner The de elop an a arene of
heir en ironmen and learn abo
he di er i of people ho li e and ork here Po i i e a i de for enjo ing and caring for heir
en ironmen are fo ered A heir elf iden i de elop children begin o e pre
heir feeling and o empa hi e i h o her The
e perience challenge ha e end heir learning

La g age Li e ac

C

ica i

Children are immer ed in lang age e perience and ac i i ie
Their kill de elop hro gh alking igning comm nica ing
and li ening
The
ill be enco raged o comm nica e heir need feeling
and ho gh re ell e perience and di c
indi id al and
gro p pla Some children ill comm nica e b mean o her
han peech
Children refer o heir in en ion b a king q e ion
oicing e pre ing opinion and making choice hro gh a
arie of media and b b ilding on pre io e perience
The
ill be enco raged o li en and re pond o o her o he
arie of life e perience ha heir peer bring o he learning
en ironmen and o a range of im li incl ding a dio i al
ma erial and ICT in erac i e of are
The
ill ha e oppor ni ie o choo e and e reading
ma erial
nder and he con en ion of prin and book and
be gi en a ide range of oppor ni ie o enjo mark making
and ri ing e perience
The
ill recogni e he alphabe na
di crimina e be een le er

re of

ri ing and

The
ill begin o ri e in a con en ional a comm nica ing
b
ing ord phra e and hor en ence linked o familiar
pa ern

Ma he

a ica De e

e

Children de elop heir kill kno ledge and nder anding of
ma hema ic hro gh oral prac ical and pla ac i i ie The
enjo
ing and appl ing ma hema ic in prac ical a k in
real life problem and i hin ma hema ic i elf
The
e a arie of ICT re o rce a ool for e ploring n mber
for ob aining real life da a and for pre en ing heir finding
M ch of heir ork ill be oral The de elop heir e and
nder anding of ma hema ical lang age in con e
hro gh
comm nica ing alking abo
heir ork
The a k and re pond o q e ion and e plore al erna i e idea
The
e appropria e ma hema ical lang age o e plain heir
hinking and he me hod he
e o ppor he de elopmen
of heir rea oning
The de elop a range of fle ible me hod for orking men all
i h n mber in order o ol e problem from a arie of
con e
checking heir an er in differen
a
mo ing on o
ing more formal me hod of orking and recording hen he
are de elopmen all read
The e plore e ima e and ol e real life problem in bo h he
indoor and o door en ironmen The de elop heir
nder anding of mea re in e iga e he proper ie of hape
and de elop earl idea of po i ion and mo emen hro gh
prac ical e perience
The or ma ch eq ence and compare objec and e en
e plore and crea e imple pa ern and rela ion hip and
pre en heir ork in a arie of a

P i h La g age De e

e

E

Al ho gh children ill predominan l learn o e and
comm nica e in Engli h children ill al o li en o Poli h being
poken and re pond appropria el in familiar i a ion
ing a
range of pa ern
The
ill be enco raged o comm nica e heir need in bo h
Engli h and Poli h a heir kill are de eloped hro gh
comm nica ing in a range of enjo able prac ical planned
ac i i ie and ing a range of im li ha b ild on and
increa e children pre io kno ledge and e perience in
afe and im la ing indoor and o door learning
en ironmen
The children oral e perience
ill be ed o de elop heir
reading kill and he
ill be enco raged o choo e and e
bo h Engli h and Poli h reading ma erial
The
ill li en o a range of im li incl ding a dio i
ma erial and ICT in erac i e of are

Ph

ica De e

ppor

Children ill e perience he familiar orld hro gh enq ir
in e iga ing he indoor and o door en ironmen in a afe and
ema ic a
The
ill be gi en e perience ha help hem o increa e heir
c rio i abo
he orld aro nd hem and help hem o begin
o nder and pa e en people and place li ing hing and
he ork people do
U ing all heir en e he
ill be enco raged o enjo learning
b e plora ion enq ir e perimen a ion a king q e ion and
r ing o find an er
The
ill learn o demon ra e care re pon ibili concern and
re pec for all li ing hing and he en ironmen The
ill
de elop and comm nica e ing an increa ing range of
appropria e ocab lar

al
The
ill learn o e pre
heir o n idea opinion and feeling
i h imagina ion crea i i and en i i i

Children ill be gi en a range of oppor ni ie o enjo mark
making and de elop heir ri ing kill in bo h Engli h and
Poli h
Lang age kill learned in one lang age ho ld
de elopmen of kno ledge and kill in ano her

i

he

e

The children kill
ill be de eloped acro all Area of Learning
hro gh par icipa ion in e perien ial learning ac i i ie and
hro gh he e of o rce
ch a
orie pho ograph map
model and ICT

C ea i e De e

e

Children ph ical de elopmen en h ia m and energ for
mo emen
ill con in all be promo ed hro gh helping hem
o e heir bodie effec i el b enco raging pa ial
a arene balance con rol and coordina ion and de eloping
mo or and manip la i e kill

Children ill be con in all de eloping heir imagina ion and
crea i i acro
he c rric l m

The
ill de elop heir gro and fine mo or kill ph ical
con rol mobili and an a arene of pace
ing large and
mall eq ipmen acro all Area of Learning indoor and
o door

Children ill engage in crea i e imagina i e and e pre i e
ac i i ie in ar craf de ign m ic dance and mo emen

Children ill be enco raged o enjo ph ical ac i i
De eloping a en e of iden i
ill be linked clo el o heir
o n elf image elf e eem and confidence
The
afe

ill be in rod ced o he concep
and he impor ance of die re

of heal h h giene and
leep and e erci e

Their na ral c rio i and di po i ion o learn ill be
b e er da en or e perience bo h indoor and o

im la ed
door

Children ill de elop heir con rol b linking mo emen
o
crea e a erie of changing bod hape and pa h a
o e pre
hem el e
Children ill e plore and e perimen
and ma erial

i h a arie

of echniq e

Children ill e plore a ide range of im li de elop heir abili
o comm nica e and e pre
heir crea i e idea and reflec on
heir ork

Y a
E gi h e

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Readi g

W i i g

G a

a

Match graphemes for all phonemes

Name letters of the alphabet

Leave spaces between words

Read accurately by blending sounds

Spell very common tricky words

Begin to use basic punctuation full stop,
question mark, exclamation mark

Read words with very common suffixes

Spell days of the week

Read contractions and understand
purpose

Use very common prefixes and suffixes

Use capital letters for proper nouns
Use common plural and verb suffixes
Form lower case letters correctly
Read phonics books aloud
Form capital letters and digits
Link reading to own experiences
Compose sentences orally before writing
Join in with predictable phrases
Read own writing to peers or teachers
Discuss significance of the title and
events

S ea i g

Li e i g

Listen and respond appropriately
Ask relevant questions
Maintain attention and participate

Make simple predictions

F c

S

ie

Te

fS

d

Tractor Man is Here

Hooray for Fish

Rapunzel

The Hodgeheg

The Snail and the Whale

George

The Dragon

Ca c a i

Mea

e

Read, write and interpret mathematical
statements involving addition ,
subtraction
and equal
signs

Compare, describe and solve practical
problems for measure and begin to
record the following:

Ma he
N

a ica U de

a di g e

be

Count, read and write numbers to 100 in
numerals
From a given number, identify one more
or one less
Identify and represent numbers using
concrete objects and pictorial symbols
Use language of equal to, more than, less
than fewer
Recognise, find and name a half as one of
two equal parts

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Represent and use number bonds and
related subtraction facts within 20
Add and subtract one digit and two digit
numbers to 20
Solve simple one step problems involving
multiplication and division,
calculating the answer using concrete
objects, pictorial representations and
arrays with support

○
○
○
○

e

Length and height
Mass weight
Capacity and volume
Time hours, minutes, seconds

Sequence events in chronological order
using appropriate language
Tell the time to the hour and half past the
hour and draw the hands on a clock face

Recognise, find and name a quarter as
one of four equal parts

Sha e

S ace

Recognise and name common 2D shapes
rectangle, squares, circles
and triangles and 3D shapes cuboids,
cubes, pyramids and spheres

P

i i

Di ec i

Describe position, direction
and movement including half, quarter
and three quarter turns

Pa e
Count in different multiples including
ones, twos, fives and tens

Y a
Tech

g

C

Digi a Li e ac

i g

I f

Control simple robots and programmes
Use different input devices for a desired
effect

a i

Tech

g

Digi a Li e ac

Know that technology can be used to
store information

Handle technology safely

Identify content and media that has been
digitally produced

Know the names and uses of common
devices
Give examples of how technology is used
in the immediate environment

E
S

i

i

e he

e di ci i a

i

f ea

i g

e

G i g P ace

Explore their affiliation to the family, the nation, their
class, school and other groups
Express respect for other people and respecting these
values, establishes peer relationships
Evaluate their behavior in the context of actions taken
and adopted tasks and group norms accepts and
respects the rules and appropriate manner
Create artwork based on fictional characters using their
imagination
Listen and respond to visiting uniformed medical
professionals within their community

U de

he Sea

Express their understanding of world events and the
things that are in close proximity
Interpret and explain images, extracts, symbols and
characters that are in their local environment
Explore and compare modes of transport and their
benefits to the environment
Create maps of the local area and use position and
direction to determine potential journeys
Program Beebots to follow a journey from point to
point

Ca

e

Explore the life of animals, plants, humans in the
natural environment
Experiment with rhythm, voice, sound and movement,
developing their musical imagination
Experiment with paint, coloured pencil, crayons, felt tip
pen, etc to create artwork inspired by the sea
Research using books and the Internet to create ideas
of their own construction
Create models using a range of materials to
demonstrate their understanding of the natural world
Movement, developing their musical imagination
Experiment with paint, coloured pencil, crayons, felt tip
pen, etc to create artwork inspired by the sea
Research using books and the Internet to create ideas
of their own construction
Create models using a range of materials to
demonstrate their understanding of the natural world

E
P
E

Y a
MEN P
ac a c

c

b

a

a
a

K igh
Separate the elements of the real world of fiction
reality entities from the real media, the realistic
fictional beings
Mention the name of their country and its capital and
recognise national symbols
Retell selected Polish legends, proverbs and fairy tales
associated with their regions
Plan, label and construct historical buildings based
upon stories they have heard
Use national symbols and emblems to create artefacts
from the past
Mention the name of their country and its capital and
recognise national symbols
Retell selected Polish legends, proverbs and fairy tales
associated with their regions
Plan, label and construct historical buildings based
upon stories they have heard
Use national symbols and emblems to create artefacts
from the past

b c

c
E
Sc
C
D
H
G

c
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a C

c
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a
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Y a
P i h La g age De e
La g age c

e

M de

F

eig La g age

ec

U de

I am beginning to be aware of a link between language and
culture and am developing a sense of belonging as a resident of
Poland

a di g he

d h

gh a g age

I can recognise and follow information and simple instructions
about familiar topics and routines
I can listen to others with growing attention

I am beginning to understand that there are different
languages in my environment
I am beginning to use a range of languages to talk with my
peers and some adults at school

I am beginning to recognise and read high frequency words
that I encounter
I can use context and pictures to help me understand new
words
I can experiment with newly learned vocabulary

E

e

i g

e e

h

gh a g age

La g age i

i e c ea i i

I can produce many speech sounds accurately

I have experienced literature in languages other than English

I can choose to talk with my peers in other languages

I can join in with familiar songs, rhymes, stories and poems

I can communicate meaning through speech and gesture

I am beginning to respond to literature I hear and view
I can use familiar words and phrases and experiment with
newly learned vocabulary
I am beginning to respond to what I hear and view

S ecia i
Ph

S b ec A ea

ica Ed ca i

I am mastering basic movements including running, jumping,
throwing and catching

C ea i e A
I can explore and experiment with a variety of creative
techniques, materials, processes, resources, tools and
technologies

I am developing my balance, agility and coordination, and
beginning to apply these in a range of activities

I can ask questions to discover how creative work is made

I can participate in team games, developing simple tactics for
attacking and defending

I am beginning to explore ideas, feelings and moods in a variety
of creative work

I can perform dances using simple movement patterns

I can listen to and respond to views about my own creative work
and that of others
I am beginning to compare my own creative work to the
creative work of others
I am beginning to talk about my moods and emotions and use
these to impact upon my creative work
I can communicate my ideas, feelings and memories in my
creative work
I can imitate established artistic techniques in the creation of
my own work
I am beginning to use creative materials safely with guidance
and direction

Y a
E gi h e

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Readi g

W i i g

G a

a

Develop phonics until decoding is secure

Spell by segmenting into phonemes

Read common suffixes Read and re read
phonic appropriate books

Learn to spell common tricky words

Use basic punctuation to include
exclamation marks, commas in lists, and
speech marks

Spell using common suffixes

Use simple conjunctions

Read common tricky words
Use appropriate sized letters and spaces

Begin to expand noun phrases

Discuss and express views about fiction,
non fiction and poetry

Begin to plan ideas for writing

Use some features of standard English

Become familiar with and retell stories

Record ideas sentence by sentence

S ea i g

Ask and answer questions make
predictions

Make simple additions and changes after
proof reading

Articulate and justify answers

Li e i g

Initiate and respond to comments

Begin to make inferences

Use spoken language to develop
understanding

F c

S

ie

Te

fS

d

Grace and Family

The Secret of Black Rock

The Bee Who Spoke

Beegu

Where the Wild Things Are

Moth: An Evolution Story

The Dark

How to Find Gold

Ma he
N

a ica U de

a di g e

be

Compare and order numbers from
0 up to 100 using , and signs
Read and write numbers to at least
100 in numerals and in words
Recognise the place value of each digit in
a two digit number tens, ones units
Recognise, find, name and write
fractions 1 3, 1 4, 2 4 and 3 4 of a
length, shape, set of objects or quantity

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Ca c a i

Mea

Solve simple one step problems with
addition and subtraction using concrete
objects and pictorial representations
applying increasing knowledge of mental
and written methods

Choose and use appropriate standard
units to measure length height in
any direction using rulers, scales,
thermometers and measuring vessels

Recognise and use the inverse
relationship between addition and
subtraction
Recall and use multiplication and
division facts for the 2, 5 and 10
multiplication tables including
recognising odd and even numbers

e

e

Compare and order lengths, mass,
volume and capacity Record the
results using , and
Tell and write the time to five minutes
including quarter past to the hour and
draw the hands on a clock to show
these times

Recognise and use the inverse
relationship between multiplication and
division in calculations

Sha e

S ace

Identify and describe the properties
of 2D shapes including the number of
sides and symmetry in a vertical line
Identify and describe the properties
of 3D shapes including the numbers
of edges, vertices and faces
Use mathematical vocabulary
to describe position, direction and
movement

Da a

P

babi i

Interpret and construct simple
pictograms, tally charts, block
diagrams and simple tables

Pa e
Count in steps of 2, 3 and 5 from zero
Count in tens from any number
forwards and backwards

Y a
Tech

g

C

Digi a Li e ac

i g

I f

Understand what algorithms are

a i

Tech

g

Digi a Li e ac

Use technology purposefully to create
digital content

Use technology safely

Create simple programs

Keep personal information private
Use technology purposefully to store
digital content

Recognise common uses of information
technology beyond school

Use technology purposefully to retrieve
digital content

E

i

Wh a

i

e di ci i a

i

f ea

i g

I

Seei g he Ligh

Present themselves and the groups to which they
belong, write their address and the school s address
Identify with social groups of which they belong,
including, family, school class, sports team, and the
local community
Recognise the emblem, colour, national anthem of
their home country and of the country in which they
reside
Create life size diagrams of the human body, identify
and label the different parts
Explore how feelings and emotions can affect our body
and behaviours

Pi a e

T ea

e

Describe the position of Earth in the solar system and
that is spins to create day and night
Recognise the importance of the Sun on Earth and the
impact it has on daily life
Explore the concepts of light and dark and develop an
understanding of how shadows are created
Use a range of materials to create decorative
stained glass style windows that demonstrate
absorbed and reflected light
Create shadow puppets and use them to retell
traditional tales

F

e

Describes the events of a previous human era and is
aware of the impact of these events
Specifies the location and describes natural conditions
and characteristic landforms, elements of nature,
landmarks
Reads simple plans and indicates the main directions
on a map, reads basic signs and cartographic map
features
Uses digital mapping tools to create imaginative
treasure maps while planning routes accurately
Program Dash and BeeBot robots to follow multi step
directional instructions
E
P
E

Y a
MEN P
ac a c

c

b

a

a
a

I

ec

Recognise common species of plants and animals in
the environment, including insects and endangered
species
Cultivate simple plant cultures and explore the links
within an ecosystem
Design and conduct simple experiments to observe
and monitor plant growth
Create notes from their observations and explain the
observed phenomenon s cause, effect and the
influence of time
Use joining techniques to build a pooter which will
allow careful observation of insects

b c

c
E
Sc
C
D
H
G

c
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a C

c
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a
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Y a
P i h La g age De e
La g age c

e

M de

F

eig La g age

ec

U de

I am beginning to be aware of a link between language and
culture and am developing a sense of belonging as a resident of
Poland

a di g he

d h

gh a g age

I can recognise and follow information and simple instructions
about familiar topics and routines
I can listen to others with growing attention

I am beginning to understand that there are different
languages in my environment
I am beginning to use a range of languages to talk with my
peers and some adults at school

I am beginning to recognise and read high frequency words
that I encounter
I can use context and pictures to help me understand new
words
I can experiment with newly learned vocabulary

E

e

i g

e e

h

gh a g age

La g age i

i e c ea i i

I can produce many speech sounds accurately

I have experienced literature in languages other than English

I can choose to talk with my peers in other languages

I can join in with familiar songs, rhymes, stories and poems

I can communicate meaning through speech and gesture

I am beginning to respond to literature I hear and view
I can use familiar words and phrases and experiment with
newly learned vocabulary
I am beginning to respond to what I hear and view

S ecia i
Ph

S b ec A ea

ica Ed ca i

I am mastering basic movements including running, jumping,
throwing and catching

C ea i e A
I can explore and experiment with a variety of creative
techniques, materials, processes, resources, tools and
technologies

I am developing my balance, agility and coordination, and
beginning to apply these in a range of activities

I can ask questions to discover how creative work is made

I can participate in team games, developing simple tactics for
attacking and defending

I am beginning to explore ideas, feelings and moods in a variety
of creative work

I can perform dances using simple movement patterns

I can listen to and respond to views about my own creative work
and that of others
I am beginning to compare my own creative work to the
creative work of others
I am beginning to talk about my moods and emotions and use
these to impact upon my creative work
I can communicate my ideas, feelings and memories in my
creative work
I can imitate established artistic techniques in the creation of
my own work
I am beginning to use creative materials safely with guidance
and direction

Y a
E gi h e

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Readi g

W i i g

G a

a

Use knowledge to read tricky words

Use prefixes and suffixes in spelling

Use a range of conjunctions

Read range of fiction and non fiction

Use a dictionary to confirm spellings

Use the present perfect form of verbs e g
have studied

Use dictionaries to check meaning

Write simple dictated sentences

Prepare poems and plays to perform

Use handwriting joins appropriately

Check own understanding of reading

Plan to write based on familiar forms

Draw inferences and make predictions

Rehearse sentences orally for writing

Retrieve and record information from
non fiction books

Use varied and rich vocabulary

Use a range of nouns and pronouns
Use time connectives
Introduce speech punctuation

Create simple settings, characters and
plot

Discuss reading with others

Assess effectiveness of own and others
writing

F c

S

ie

Te

fS

S ea i g

Li e i g

Give structured descriptions
Participate actively in conversations
Consider and evaluate different
viewpoints

d

Poems to Perform

Into the Game

Wild

Gorilla

Marie Curie Little People, BIG Dreams

One Plastic Bag

10 Things I Can Do to Help my World

The Boy at the Back of the Class

The Great Kapok Tree

Ma he

e

N

a ica U de

a di g e

be

Recognise the place value of each digit in
a three digit number hundreds, tens,
units
Compare and order numbers up
to 1000
Read and write numbers to at least
1000 in numerals and in words
Recognise, find and write fractions of a
set of objects
Recognise that tenths arise from
dividing an object into 10 equal parts

Sha e

S ace

Draw 2D shapes and make 3D shapes
using modelling materials
Recognise 3D shapes in different
orientations and describe them with
increasing accuracy
Identify right angles and identify
whether angles are greater than or less
than a right angle
Identify horizontal, vertical,
perpendicular and parallel lines in
relation to other lines

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Ca c a i

Mea

Add and subtract numbers mentally,
including three digit numbers

Measure, compare, add and subtract
lengths, mass, volume and capacity

Use efficient written methods of column
addition and subtraction

Measure the perimeter of simple 2D
shapes

Recall and use multiplication and
division facts for the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10
multiplication tables up to 12x

Add and subtract amounts of money
to give change in practical contexts

Write and calculate statements for
multiplication and division including
two digit numbers times single digit
numbers

Da a

P

babi i

Interpret and present data using bar
charts, pictograms and tables

e

e

Estimate and read time with increasing
accuracy to the nearest minute

Pa e
Count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50
and 100

Y a
Tech

g

C

Digi a Li e ac

i g

I f

Understand that algorithms are
implemented as programs on digital
devices

a i

Tech

g

Digi a Li e ac

Use technology purposefully to organise
digital content

Understand that programs execute by
following precise and unambiguous
instructions

Use technology respectfully
Identify where to go for help and support
when they have concerns about content
or contact on the internet or other online
technologies

Use technology purposefully to
manipulate digital content

Debug simple programs
Use logical reasoning to predict the
behaviour of simple programs

E

i

i

e di ci i a

Le

Ce eb a e

i

f ea

i g
Digi a De ec i e

Identify a variety of social groups and respect the
norms, rules and behaviour of each of these groups
Evaluate their actions and those of others, referring to
known values of the school community
Respect the customs and traditions of various social
groups and nations
Describe and compare the habits of different people
Compare similarities and differences of cultures and
traditions celebrated across the world
Participate in national holiday celebrations and
research significant holidays and festivals celebrated in
other parts of the world

Fa

Fig

e

Behaves safely when using digital devices, understands
and respects the importance of limiting screen time,
and behaves appropriately online
Become aware that the irresponsible use of technology
has an impact on human health and wellbeing
Views the importance of technology in human life
positively
Create digital presentations using a range of software
to showcase what they have learned
Build a simple website containing information that can
be accessed online

O

Pa e

Appreciate the characteristics of selected activities and
occupations of people within their place of residence
and public professions
Recognise and name people from around the world
that have had a significant impact on our lives today
Tell stories of a selection of great Polish figures and
present information about them
Carry out research to collect information on famous
figures of their choosing and present this information
in creative ways
Use a range of art materials to create portraits of
famous figures from around the world
E
P
E

Y a
MEN P
ac a c

c

b

a

a
a

Identify and distinguish between the characteristics of
ecosystems and recognise the components of a chosen
ecosystem
Use a variety of available resources, including the
internet, in order to find information about the natural
environment
Explore the impact of human life on the environment
and identify preventative measures
Compare and contrast a range of habitats found across
the world and the associated climates
research and then create dioramas of chosen habitats
that identify the main features of them

b c

c
E
Sc
C
D
H
G

c

a

Na

a C

c
T c
a

a
c

Y a
P i h La g age De e
La g age c

e

M de

F

eig La g age

ec

U de

I am beginning to be aware of a link between language and
culture and am developing a sense of belonging as a resident of
Poland

a di g he

d h

gh a g age

I can recognise and follow information and simple instructions
about familiar topics and routines
I can listen to others with growing attention

I am beginning to understand that there are different
languages in my environment
I am beginning to use a range of languages to talk with my
peers and some adults at school

I am beginning to recognise and read high frequency words
that I encounter
I can use context and pictures to help me understand new
words
I can experiment with newly learned vocabulary

E

e

i g

e e

h

gh a g age

La g age i

i e c ea i i

I can produce many speech sounds accurately

I have experienced literature in languages other than English

I can choose to talk with my peers in other languages

I can join in with familiar songs, rhymes, stories and poems

I can communicate meaning through speech and gesture

I am beginning to respond to literature I hear and view
I can use familiar words and phrases and experiment with
newly learned vocabulary
I am beginning to respond to what I hear and view

S ecia i
Ph

S b ec A ea

ica Ed ca i

I can use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation
and in combination
I can play competitive games, modified where appropriate for
example, badminton, basketball, cricket, football, hockey,
netball, rounders and tennis , and apply basic principles suitable
for attacking and defending
I can develop my flexibility, strength, technique, control and
balance for example, through athletics and gymnastics

C ea i e A
I can explore and experiment with a variety of creative
techniques, materials, processes, resources, tools and
technologies
I can ask questions to discover how creative work is made
I am beginning to explore ideas, feelings and moods in a variety
of creative work
I can listen to and respond to views about my own creative work
and that of others

I can perform dances using a range of movement patterns
I can take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges
both individually and within a team
I can compare my performances with previous ones and
demonstrate improvement to achieve my personal best
I can swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres
I can use a range of strokes effectively for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke
I can perform safe self rescue in different water based
situations

I am beginning to compare my own creative work to the
creative work of others
I am beginning to talk about my moods and emotions and use
these to impact upon my creative work
I can communicate my ideas, feelings and memories in my
creative work
I can imitate established artistic techniques in the creation of
my own work
I am beginning to use creative materials safely with guidance
and direction

Y a
E gi h e

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Readi g

W i i g

G a

a

Secure decoding of unfamiliar words

Correctly spell common homophones

Use a wider range of conjunctions

Read for a range of purposes

Increase regularity of handwriting

Use the perfect tense appropriately

Retell some stories orally

Plan writing based on familiar forms

Select pronouns and nouns for clarity

Discuss words and phrases that
capture the imagination

Organise writing into paragraphs

Use and punctuate direct speech

Use simple organisational devices

Use commas after fronted adverbials

Retrieve and record information

Proof read for spelling and punctuation
errors

S ea i g

Make inferences and justify predictions

Evaluate own and others writing

Recognise a variety of forms of poetry

Read own writing aloud

Identify themes and conventions

S

ie

Te

Give structured descriptions
Participate actively in conversations
Consider and evaluate different
viewpoints

Identify and summarise ideas

F c

Li e i g

fS

d

The Pebble in my Pocket

Charlotte s Web

Oliver and the Seawigs

Cosmic

Kajtek the Wizard

Arthur and the Golden Rope

Belonging

Tales of Wisdom

Ma he
N

a ica U de

a di g e

be

Recognise the place value of each digit in
a four digit number
Count backwards through zero to
include negative numbers
Order and compare numbers beyond
1000
Round any number to the nearest 10,
100 or 1000

e

ia a ea

Wonder

f ea

i g

Ca c a i

Mea

Add and subtract numbers with up to 4
digits using efficient written column
methods where appropriate

Convert between different units
of measure

Recall multiplication and division facts for
multiplication and division tables up to
12x12
Multiply two digit and three digit
numbers by a one digit number using a
formal written layout

e

e

Measure and calculate the perimeter
of a rectangular shapes
Find the area of rectangular shapes
by counting squares
Read, write and convert time between
analogue and digital, 12 and 24 hour
clocks

Recognise families of common
equivalent fractions
Add and subtract fractions with the
same denominator

Sha e

S ace

Identify acute and obtuse angles
Compare and order angles up to two
right angles by size
Identify lines of symmetry in 2D shapes
presented in different orientations
Plot specified points and draw sides
to complete a given polygon

Da a

P

babi i

Interpret and present discrete
and continuous data using bar charts and
time graphs

Pa e
Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000

Y a
Tech

g

C

Digi a Li e ac

i g

I f

Write programs that accomplish specific
goals

a i

Tech

g

Digi a Li e ac

Use search technologies effectively

Use technology responsibly

Use sequence in programmes

Use a variety of software to accomplish
given goals

Identify a range of ways to report
concerns about contact

Work with various forms of input

Collect information

Work with various forms of output

Design and create content
Present information

E
I

i
e

i

e di ci i a

i

f ea

i g

e a

Hea h

Explore and research the work and ideas of the Polish
astronomer Nicholas Copernicus
Describe the position of Earth in relation to other
planets in our solar system and how its movement
affects our lives
Recognise that patterns of stars in the sky stay the
same and identify and research major constellations
Collaboratively create a planetarium to showcase the
constellations and present what they have learned to
others
Conduct scientific experiments that explore the
concept of forces in action

Whe e i

he W

d

Identify the nutritional value of food products
Recognises the importance of a balanced diet to
maintain good health and knows the consequences of
eating them in excess
Create promotional material using digital software to
help children moderate their consumption of sweet
products
Analyse and prepare meals for maintaining a healthy
and balanced diet
Develop an awareness that the use of technology has
an impact on human health and wellbeing

E

e

Identify borders, cities, rivers, names of geographical
regions on a physical map of Poland and neighbouring
countries
Read basic signs and cartographic map features and
use digital mapping tools accurately
Recognise the emblem, colour, national anthem and
selected costumes, of those associated with their home
country and region in which they reside
Compare and contrast the locality of countries across
the world
Use a range of materials to create topographical maps
of a chosen area of the world
E
P
E

Y a
MEN P
ac a c

c

b

a

a
a

We bei g

Ad e

e

Describe important achievements of previous human
eras and become aware of the impact of discoveries
Identify and distinguish between ecosystems such as
prairie, lake, river, sea, field, pond, forest and woods
Recognise a selection of animals and plants in their
natural environments
Learn about the achievements of famous explorers
such as Ernest Shakleton and Wanda Rutkiewicz
Digitally plot journeys made by people that have had a
significant impact on the world

b c

c
E
Sc
C
D
H
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La g age c

e
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F

eig La g age
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I can recognise that there is a relationship between languages,
culture and my own sense of identity

a di g he

d h

gh a g age

I can listen to, understand and later recall what I have heard

I can understand that people use different languages

I can use a variety of cues to predict the general meaning in a
variety of spoken contexts

I am beginning to understand that there are similarities and
differences between our languages

I can listen, understand and respond to a range of questions and
multi step instructions in a variety of familiar contexts

I am beginning to draw on information presented in one
language and convey it in my own words in another

I can relate my phonic knowledge of other languages when
reading in the target language

I am beginning to interact with others in Polish, sharing
information, feelings and opinions

I can use a range of strategies to read with increasing fluency
I can infer meaning from text and images
I can read aloud with expression, paying attention to
punctuation
I can develop my vocabulary and pronunciation through
listening and reading, and can use new vocabulary

E

e

i g

e e

h

gh a g age

I can speak with expression and gestures to communicate my
ideas

La g age i

i e c ea i i

I have experienced a range of literature in different languages
I can listen to and remember poetry, drama and prose

I can communicate using an increasingly varied vocabulary
I can retell stories
I am beginning to use appropriate grammar to talk about
events in the past and future
I can review my work and am beginning to use a range of
familiar strategies and tools to improve my speaking and
writing
I can change how I communicate, depending on where I am
and with whom
I can ask and answer questions and exchange ideas and
information
I can spell high frequency words correctly
I can share ideas, and express opinions and feelings using
relevant vocabulary

I can use my imagination to respond to and adapt literature
I can use my imagination to create my own literature
I am beginning to ask and answer questions to clarify my
understanding

Y a
S ecia i
Ph

S b ec A ea

ica Ed ca i

I can use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation
and in combination
I can play competitive games, modified where appropriate for
example, badminton, basketball, cricket, football, hockey,
netball, rounders and tennis , and apply basic principles suitable
for attacking and defending
I am developing my flexibility, strength, technique, control and
balance for example, through athletics and gymnastics

C ea i e A
I can explore and experiment with and then select appropriate
creative techniques, practices, materials, processes, resources,
tools and technologies
I can explore how and why creative work is made by asking
questions and developing my own answers
I can explore and describe how artists and creative work
communicate mood, feelings and ideas
I can give and accept feedback as both artist and audience

I can perform dances using a range of movement patterns
I can take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges
both individually and within a team

I can compare my own creative work to creative work by other
people and from other places and times

I can compare my performances with previous ones and
demonstrate improvement to achieve my personal best

I can consider, with guidance, how moods, emotions and ideas
are communicated both in my own creative work and in the
creative work of others

I can swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres

I can communicate ideas, feelings and memories for an
audience and for purposes and outcomes in my creative work

I can use a range of strokes effectively for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke

I am beginning to apply techniques in my creative work with
guidance and direction

I can perform safe self rescue in different water based
situations

I can create my own designs and work collaboratively with
others to develop creative ideas
I can perform, produce, design, exhibit and share my creative
work in a variety of ways for different audiences, inspired by a
range of stimuli and experiences
I am beginning to demonstrate resilience and flexibility in
approaching creative challenges
I can use creative materials safely and with some control under
supervision

Y a
E gi h e

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Readi g

W i i g

G a

a

Apply knowledge of morphology and
etymology when reading new words

Secure spelling including homophones,
prefixes, silent letters etc

Use expanded noun phrases

Read and discuss a broad range of genres
and texts

Use a thesaurus

Use modal and passive verbs
Use relative clauses
Develop legible and fluent handwriting
Identify and discuss themes

Use commas for clauses
Plan writing to suit audience and purpose

Make recommendations to each other
Develop character, setting and
atmosphere in narrative

Learn poetry by heart
Draw inference and make predictions

Use organisational and presentational
features

Discuss authors use of language
Use consistent and appropriate tense
Retrieve and present information from
non fiction texts

Develop proof reading skills

Formal presentations and debates

Perform own compositions

Use brackets, dashes and commas for
parenthesis

S ea i g

Li e i g

Give well structured explanations
Command of Standard English
Consider and evaluate different
viewpoints
Use appropriate register

F c

S

ie

Te

fS

d

Jemmy Button

Ice Trap Shackleton s

Adventures of Earth

The Wild Robot

Incredible Expedition

Way Home

A Boy Who Became Pope

Pugs of the Frozen North

Sheep Don t Go to School

Ma he
N

a ica U de

a di g e

be

Read, write, order and compare
numbers to at least 1 000 000 and
determine the value of each digit
Round any number up to 1 000 000 to the
nearest 10, 100, 1000 and 10000
Compare and order fractions whose
denominators are all multiples of the
same number

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Ca c a i

Mea

Add and subtract whole numbers
with more than 4 digits

Convert between different units
of metric measures

Add and subtract numbers mentally
with increasingly large numbers

Use all four operations to solve
problems involving measures
e g length, mass, volume, money
using decimal notation and scale
conversions

Solve addition and subtraction
multi step problems, deciding which
operations and methods to use and why
Identify multiples and factors

Read, write, order and compare
numbers with up to 3 decimal places

Multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one
or two digit number long multiplication

e

e

Measure and calculate the perimeter
of composite shapes in centimetres
and metres
Calculate and compare the area
of squares and rectangles

Multiply and divide numbers mentally
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a
one digit number using short division

Sha e

S ace

Da a

P

babi i

Calculate angles at a point on
a straight line

Complete, read and interpret
information in tables including timetables

Distinguish between regular and
irregular polygons based on reasoning
about equal sides and angles

Solve problems involving converting
between units of times

Identify, describe and represent
the position of a shape reflection or
translation

Pa e
Investigate prime numbers, prime
factors and composite numbers

Y a
Tech

g

C

Digi a Li e ac

i g

I f

a i

Tech

g

Digi a Li e ac

Design programs that accomplish
specific goals

Select a variety of software to accomplish
given goals

Understand the opportunities computer
networks offer for communication

Design and create programs
Debug programs that accomplish specific
goals

Select, use and combine internet services

Identify a range of ways to report
concerns about content

Use repetition in programs

Evaluate information

Control or simulate physical systems

Collect data

Use logical reasoning to detect and
correct errors in programs

Present data

Analyse information
Recognise acceptable unacceptable
behaviour

Understand how computer networks can
provide multiple services, such as the
World Wide Web
Appreciate how search results are
selected

E

i

B d

i

e di ci i a

i

f ea

i g

Mi d

Sig ifica

Refer to the systems of the human body: skeletal,
respiratory, digestive, circulatory, reproductive, nervous
and describe their basic functions
Describe how pathogens enter the human body and
explore methods associated with preventing disease
Interpret the determination of substances as harmful
to health and discuss appropriate safety measures
Create a range of human body systems demonstrating
and analysing the interconnectivity between these
systems
Use digital media to inform and advise young people
about bodily and environmental care

E

e

eS

i a

P
H
P
I
T c

Y a
MEN P
a
a
a
a
a

c

W

a

b

a

e

Recognise different types of historical sources and
distinguish between history and myths
Explore the legend of the origins of the Polish state and
how it inspires the most important monuments and
symbols of regional cultures
Research and discuss characters and events of major
importance
Explains what historians do and suggests ways of
measuring time in history, including using
chronological ordering
Embark upon a guided enquiry project in order to
present information on a chosen person of global
significance

de f

Discuss weather phenomena including storms,
rainbows, cloudbursts, hurricanes, blizzards and
describe their consequences
Give examples of atmospheric precipitation and
deposits and name their physical states
Lists the components and the names of weather
instruments for measurement
Design and build weather shelters that support
observations of the local environment
Create diagrams depicting east and west and the
transit of the sun during the day and in different
seasons
E

Pe

W

ca

Indicate the difference between a diagram and a map
and draw diagrams of different objects including
sketches of the school s local area
Uses large scale plans and maps when planning a trip
to explore the local area
Distinguish between stagnant or flowing water, knows
the names or locations of natural and artificial water
reservoirs
Evaluates the landscape in terms of its beauty, culture
and natural heritage
Design and build a new bridge that would be befitting
of the local area

b c
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D
H
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eig La g age
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I can recognise that there is a relationship between languages,
culture and my own sense of identity

a di g he

d h

gh a g age

I can listen to, understand and later recall what I have heard

I can understand that people use different languages

I can use a variety of cues to predict the general meaning in a
variety of spoken contexts

I am beginning to understand that there are similarities and
differences between our languages

I can listen, understand and respond to a range of questions and
multi step instructions in a variety of familiar contexts

I am beginning to draw on information presented in one
language and convey it in my own words in another

I can relate my phonic knowledge of other languages when
reading in the target language

I am beginning to interact with others in Polish, sharing
information, feelings and opinions

I can use a range of strategies to read with increasing fluency
I can infer meaning from text and images
I can read aloud with expression, paying attention to
punctuation
I can develop my vocabulary and pronunciation through
listening and reading, and can use new vocabulary

E

e

i g

e e

h

gh a g age

I can speak with expression and gestures to communicate my
ideas

La g age i

i e c ea i i

I have experienced a range of literature in different languages
I can listen to and remember poetry, drama and prose

I can communicate using an increasingly varied vocabulary
I can retell stories
I am beginning to use appropriate grammar to talk about
events in the past and future
I can review my work and am beginning to use a range of
familiar strategies and tools to improve my speaking and
writing
I can change how I communicate, depending on where I am
and with whom
I can ask and answer questions and exchange ideas and
information
I can spell high frequency words correctly
I can share ideas, and express opinions and feelings using
relevant vocabulary

I can use my imagination to respond to and adapt literature
I can use my imagination to create my own literature
I am beginning to ask and answer questions to clarify my
understanding

Y a
S ecia i
Ph

S b ec A ea

ica Ed ca i

I can use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation
and in combination
I can play competitive games, modified where appropriate for
example, badminton, basketball, cricket, football, hockey,
netball, rounders and tennis , and apply basic principles suitable
for attacking and defending
I am developing my flexibility, strength, technique, control and
balance for example, through athletics and gymnastics

C ea i e A
I can explore and experiment with and then select appropriate
creative techniques, practices, materials, processes, resources,
tools and technologies
I can explore how and why creative work is made by asking
questions and developing my own answers
I can explore and describe how artists and creative work
communicate mood, feelings and ideas
I can give and accept feedback as both artist and audience

I can perform dances using a range of movement patterns
I can take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges
both individually and within a team

I can compare my own creative work to creative work by other
people and from other places and times

I can compare my performances with previous ones and
demonstrate improvement to achieve my personal best

I can consider, with guidance, how moods, emotions and ideas
are communicated both in my own creative work and in the
creative work of others

I can swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres

I can communicate ideas, feelings and memories for an
audience and for purposes and outcomes in my creative work

I can use a range of strokes effectively for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke

I am beginning to apply techniques in my creative work with
guidance and direction

I can perform safe self rescue in different water based
situations

I can create my own designs and work collaboratively with
others to develop creative ideas
I can perform, produce, design, exhibit and share my creative
work in a variety of ways for different audiences, inspired by a
range of stimuli and experiences
I am beginning to demonstrate resilience and flexibility in
approaching creative challenges
I can use creative materials safely and with some control under
supervision

Y a
E gi h e

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Readi g

W i i g

G a

Read a broad range of genres

Use knowledge of morphology
and etymology in spelling

Use appropriate register style

Recommend books to others

a

Use the passive voice for purpose

Make comparisons within and across
books

Develop a legible personal handwriting
style
Plan writing to suit audience and
purpose use models of writing

Support inferences with evidence
Summarise key points from texts

Develop character and setting in
narrative

Identify how language, structure, etc
contribute to meaning
Discuss use of language, including
figurative

Select grammar and vocabulary for effect
Use a wide range of cohesive devices
Ensure grammatical consistency

Discuss and explain reading, providing
reasoned justifications for views

Use features to convey and clarify
meaning
Use full punctuation
Use language of subject object

S ea i g

Li e i g

Use questions to build knowledge
Articulate arguments and opinions
Use spoken language to speculate,
hypothesise and explore
Use appropriate register and language

F c

S

ie

Te

fS

d

The Last Wild

The Silver Sword

Horror

Pig Heart Boy

The Lady of Shalott

Varmints

The Adventures of Odysseus

The Carnival of Animals

Ma he
N

a ica U de

a di g e

be

e

ia a ea

f ea

i g

Ca c a i

Mea

Read, write, order and compare numbers
up to 10 000 000 and determine the value
of each digit

Perform mental calculations, including
with mixed operations and large
numbers

Solve problems involving the calculation
and conversion of units of measure, using
decimal notation to three decimal places
where appropriate

Express missing number problems
algebraically

Identify common factors, common
multiples and prime numbers

Use common factors to simplify fractions
use common multiples to express
fractions in the same denomination

Use knowledge of the order of operations
to carry out calculations involving the four
operations

Recall and use equivalences between
simple fractions, decimals and
percentages

Solve addition and subtraction multi step
problems in contexts, deciding which
operations and methods to use and why

Sha e

Da a

S ace

Draw 2D shapes using given dimensions
and angles
Recognise, describe and build simple 3D
shapes inc nets
Illustrate and name parts of a circle i e
radius, diameter, circumference and
know that diameter is 2x radius
Describe positions on the full coordinate
grid all four quadrants

P

babi i

Interpret and construct pie charts and
line graphs, and use these to solve
problems
Calculate and interpret the mean as an
average

e

e

Calculate the area of parallelograms and
triangles

Pa e
Solve problems involving the relative sizes
of two quantities where missing values
can be found by using integer
multiplication and division facts

Y a
Tech

g

C

Digi a Li e ac

i g

I f

a i

Tech

g

Digi a Li e ac

Solve problems by decomposing them
into smaller parts

Combine a variety of software to
accomplish given goals

Understand the opportunities computer
networks offer for collaboration

Use selection in programs

Select, use and combine software on a
range of digital devices

Be discerning in evaluating digital
content

Work with variables
Analyse data
Use logical reasoning to explain how
some simple algorithms work

Evaluate data

Use logical reasoning to detect and
correct errors in algorithms

Design and create systems

Understand computer networks,
including the internet
Appreciate how search results are ranked

E

i

U de

i

e di ci i a

he Mic

c

i

f ea

i g

e

A cie

Identify the main groups of chemical compounds
present in organisms and explain their functions
Represent the vital functions of bacteria and explain
the significance of bacteria in nature and for humans
Justify why viruses are not organisms and show a
transmission path and methods of preventing diseases
caused by viruses
Observe and recognise under a microscope, in a
diagram on picture or on the basis of a description
plant tissues and their characteristics
Plan and perform a selected experiment
demonstrating the effect of different factors on
photosynthesis

P a d Th

gh he Age

Read the legend of a map and use the scale to obtain
information and calculate the distance between
selected places
Present positive and negative changes to landscapes
resulting from human activity
Identify the interrelationships between the features of
the landscapes studied and human living conditions
Locate in time and space civilisations of the Ancient
East, the great river civilisations and the ancient
civilizations of Greece and Rome
Explores the different systems of governance and
organisation of society in Egypt, Periclean Athens and
Rome

Di e i

Explore the geographical regions on a map of Poland
and show the main features and variations of different
Polish landscapes
Assess the landscape of the local environment in terms
of its beauty and aesthetics and how land use has
changed over time
Present the development of Poland over time and
describe the causes and effects of the fragmentation of
Poland
Explore Poland during the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries and create a detailed timeline of events
Create maps that depict the most important objects of
cultural and natural heritage
E
P
E

Y a
MEN P
ac a c

c

b

a

a
a

Ci i i a i

f Life

Identify the characteristics of organisms, assigning
them to the corresponding kingdom
Shows the environment of a range of living organisms
and lists the characteristics and features to classify
Explain the importance of plant life in nature plan and
conduct an experiment to demonstrate the ability of
water absorption
Explore the concept of adaptation, and how living
things have adapted to their environments over time
Construct and programme mechanical and electronic
models to simulate movement

b c

c
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D
H
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I can recognise that there is a relationship between languages,
culture and my own sense of identity

a di g he

d h

gh a g age

I can listen to, understand and later recall what I have heard

I can understand that people use different languages

I can use a variety of cues to predict the general meaning in a
variety of spoken contexts

I am beginning to understand that there are similarities and
differences between our languages

I can listen, understand and respond to a range of questions and
multi step instructions in a variety of familiar contexts

I am beginning to draw on information presented in one
language and convey it in my own words in another

I can relate my phonic knowledge of other languages when
reading in the target language

I am beginning to interact with others in Polish, sharing
information, feelings and opinions

I can use a range of strategies to read with increasing fluency
I can infer meaning from text and images
I can read aloud with expression, paying attention to
punctuation
I can develop my vocabulary and pronunciation through
listening and reading, and can use new vocabulary

E

e

i g

e e

h

gh a g age

I can speak with expression and gestures to communicate my
ideas

La g age i

i e c ea i i

I have experienced a range of literature in different languages
I can listen to and remember poetry, drama and prose

I can communicate using an increasingly varied vocabulary
I can retell stories
I am beginning to use appropriate grammar to talk about
events in the past and future
I can review my work and am beginning to use a range of
familiar strategies and tools to improve my speaking and
writing
I can change how I communicate, depending on where I am
and with whom
I can ask and answer questions and exchange ideas and
information
I can spell high frequency words correctly
I can share ideas, and express opinions and feelings using
relevant vocabulary

I can use my imagination to respond to and adapt literature
I can use my imagination to create my own literature
I am beginning to ask and answer questions to clarify my
understanding

Y a
S ecia i
Ph

S b ec A ea

ica Ed ca i

I can use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation
and in combination
I can play competitive games, modified where appropriate for
example, badminton, basketball, cricket, football, hockey,
netball, rounders and tennis , and apply basic principles suitable
for attacking and defending
I can develop my flexibility, strength, technique, control and
balance for example, through athletics and gymnastics

C ea i e A
I can explore and experiment with and then select appropriate
creative techniques, practices, materials, processes, resources,
tools and technologies
I can explore how and why creative work is made by asking
questions and developing my own answers
I can explore and describe how artists and creative work
communicate mood, feelings and ideas
I can give and accept feedback as both artist and audience

I can perform dances using a range of movement patterns
I can take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges
both individually and within a team

I can compare my own creative work to creative work by other
people and from other places and times

I can compare my performances with previous ones and
demonstrate improvement to achieve my personal best

I can consider, with guidance, how moods, emotions and ideas
are communicated both in my own creative work and in the
creative work of others

I can swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres

I can communicate ideas, feelings and memories for an
audience and for purposes and outcomes in my creative work

I can use a range of strokes effectively for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke

I am beginning to apply techniques in my creative work with
guidance and direction

I can perform safe self rescue in different water based
situations

I can create my own designs and work collaboratively with
others to develop creative ideas
I can perform, produce, design, exhibit and share my creative
work in a variety of ways for different audiences, inspired by a
range of stimuli and experiences
I am beginning to demonstrate resilience and flexibility in
approaching creative challenges
I can use creative materials safely and with some control under
supervision
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Develop an appreciation and love of reading, and read
increasingly challenging material independently including:
a wide range of fiction and non fiction, short stories,
poems and plays with a wide coverage of genres,
historical periods, forms and authors,
high quality works from English literature, both
pre 1914 and contemporary, including prose, poetry
and drama
Shakespeare and seminal world literature
Understand increasingly challenging texts through:
learning new vocabulary, relating it explicitly to known
vocabulary and understanding it with the help of
context and dictionaries
making inferences and referring to evidence in the text
Knowing the purpose, audience for and context of the
writing and drawing on this knowledge to support
comprehension
checking their understanding to make sure that what
they have read makes sense
Read critically through:
knowing how language, including figurative language,
vocabulary choice, grammar, text structure and
organisational features, presents meaning
recognising a range of poetic conventions and
understanding how these have been used
studying setting, plot, and characterisation, and the
effects of these
understanding how the work of dramatists is
communicated effectively through performance and
how alternative staging allows for different
interpretations of a play
making critical comparisons across texts
studying a range of authors in depth

Write accurately, fluently, effectively and at length for pleasure
and information through:
writing for a wide range of purposes and audiences,
including: well structured formal expository and
narrative essays stories, scripts, poetry and other
imaginative writing notes and polished scripts for talks
and presentations and a range of other narrative and
non narrative texts, including arguments, and personal
and formal letters
summarising and organising material, and supporting
ideas and arguments with any necessary factual detail
applying their growing knowledge of vocabulary,
grammar and text structure to their writing and
selecting the appropriate form
drawing on knowledge of literary and rhetorical
devices from their reading and listening to enhance
the impact of their writing
Plan, draft, edit and proofread through:
considering how their writing reflects the audiences
and purposes for which it was intended
amending the vocabulary, grammar and structure of
their writing to improve its coherence and overall
effectiveness
paying attention to accurate grammar, punctuation
and spelling

G a

S

a

V cab a

Consolidate and build on their knowledge of grammar and
vocabulary through:
extending and applying grammatical knowledge to
analyse more challenging texts
studying the effectiveness and impact of the
grammatical features of the texts they read
drawing on new vocabulary and grammatical
constructions from their reading and listening, and
using these consciously in their writing and speech to
achieve particular effects
knowing and understanding the differences between
spoken and written language, including differences
associated with formal and informal registers, and
between Standard English and other varieties of
English
using Standard English confidently in their own writing
and speech
discussing reading, writing and spoken language with
precise and confident use of linguistic and literary
terminology

E gi h U i
Year
7

Travel

f Lea

e E gi h

Speak confidently and effectively, including through:
using Standard English confidently in a range of formal
and informal contexts, including classroom discussion
giving short speeches and presentations, expressing
their own ideas and keeping to the point
participating in formal debates and structured
discussions, summarising and or building on what has
been said
improvising, rehearsing and performing play scripts
and poetry in order to generate languages and discuss
language use and meaning, using role, intonation,
tone, volume, mood, silence, stillness and action to add
impact

i g

Adventure

Year
8

Romeo

Year
9

Lord of the Flies

Juliet

Heroes, Myths

Legends

Holes

Shocking Shakespeare

Gothic Literature

Goodnight Mr Tom

Dystopia

The Boy in the Striped
Pyjamas

Animal Farm

Macbeth
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Consolidate numerical and mathematical
capability and extend understanding of
the number system and place value to
include decimals, fractions, powers and
roots
Select and use appropriate calculation
strategies to solve increasingly complex
problems
Use algebra to generalise the structure of
arithmetic, including to formulate
mathematical relationships
Substitute values in expressions,
rearrange and simplify expressions, and
solve equations
Move freely between different numerical,
algebraic, graphical and diagrammatic
representations
Develop algebraic and graphical fluency,
including understanding linear and
simple quadratic functions
Use language and properties precisely to
analyse numbers, algebraic expressions,
2 D and 3 D shapes, probability and
statistics

Ma he

a ic

e

e

ia a ea

Number
Geometry

Measure

f ea
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Extend understanding of the number
system make connections between
number relationships, and their algebraic
and graphical representations

Develop mathematical knowledge, in
part through solving problems and
evaluating the outcomes, including
multi step problems

Extend and formalise their knowledge of
ratio and proportion in working with
measures and geometry, and in
formulating proportional relations
algebraically

Develop the use of formal mathematical
knowledge to interpret and solve
problems, including in financial
mathematics

Identify variables and express relations
between variables algebraically and
graphically
Make and test conjectures about patterns
and relationships look for proofs or
counter examples

Begin to model situations mathematically
and express the results using a range of
formal mathematical representations
Select appropriate concepts, methods
and techniques to apply to unfamiliar and
non routine problems

Begin to reason deductively in geometry,
number and algebra, including using
geometrical constructions
Interpret when the structure of a
numerical problem requires additive,
multiplicative or proportional reasoning
Explore what can and cannot be inferred
in statistical and probabilistic settings,
and begin to express their arguments
formally

f ea

i g
Algebra
Probability

Ratio, Proportion
Statistics

Change
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Yea

Yea

Eurotrip
Explorers

Yea

Climate Impact

Empires

Industrialisation

Enlightening Ideas

Urbanisation

Europe at War

Revolution

Sustainable Cities

War

Peace

Prejudice
The Rise

Hate

Fall of Communism

Global Development

English National Curriculum Coverage:
History
Geography

English National Curriculum Coverage:
History
Geography

English National Curriculum Coverage:
History
Geography

Polish MEN Programme Coverage:
Historia
Geografia

Polish MEN Programme Coverage:
Historia
Geografia

Polish MEN Programme Coverage:
Historia
Geografia
Wiedza o społeczeństwie
Edukacja dla bezpieczeństwa
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Ge g a h

Analyse connections among events and developments in
broader historical contexts

Construct maps to represent and explain the spatial patterns of
cultural and environmental characteristics

Classify series of historical events and developments as
examples of change and or continuity

Use maps, satellite images, photographs, and other
representations to explain relationships between the locations
of places and regions, and changes in their environmental
characteristics

Use questions generated about individuals and groups to
analyze why they, and the developments they shaped, are seen
as historically significant
Analyse multiple factors that influenced the perspectives of
people during different historical eras
Explain how and why perspectives of people have changed
Analyse how people s perspectives influenced what information
is available in the historical sources they created

Use paper based and electronic mapping and graphing
techniques to represent and analyze spatial patterns of different
environmental and cultural characteristics
Explain how cultural patterns and economic decisions influence
environments and the daily lives of people in both nearby and
distant places

Classify the kinds of historical sources used in interpretation

Analyse the combinations of cultural and environmental
characteristics that make places both similar to and different
from other places

Detect possible limitations in the historical record based on
evidence collected from different kinds of historical sources

Explain how the physical and human characteristics of places
and regions are connected to human identities and cultures

Use other historical sources to infer a plausible maker, date,
place of origin, and intended audience for historical sources
where this information is not easily identified

Explain how changes in transportation and communication
technology influence the spatial connections among human
settlements and affect the diffusion of ideas and cultural
practices

Use questions generated about multiple historical sources to
identify further areas of enquiry and additional sources
Evaluate the relevance and utility of a historical source based on
information such as maker, date, place of origin, intended
audience, and purpose
Explain multiple causes and effects of events and developments
in the past
Evaluate the relative influence of various causes of events and
developments in the past

Analyse how relationships between humans and environments
extend or contract patterns of settlement and movement
Evaluate the influences of long term human induced
environmental change on spatial patterns of conflict and
cooperation
Analyse the ways in which cultural and environmental
characteristics vary among various regions of the world

Organise evidence into a coherent argument about the past

Explain how the relationship between the environmental
characteristics of places and production of goods influences the
spatial patterns of world trade

Compare the central arguments in secondary works of history
on related topics in multiple media

Explain how global changes in population distribution patterns
affect changes in land use in particular places

Y a
Scie ce e
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E

Pay attention to objectivity and concern for accuracy, precision,
repeatability and reproducibility

e i

e

a

i

i

e iga i

Ask questions and develop a line of enquiry based on
observations of the real world, alongside prior knowledge and
experience

Understand that scientific methods and theories develop as
earlier explanations are modified to take account of new
evidence and ideas, together with the importance of publishing
results and peer review

Make predictions using scientific knowledge and
understanding

Evaluate risks

Select, plan and carry out the most appropriate types of
scientific enquiries to test predictions, including identifying
independent, dependent and control variables
Use appropriate techniques, apparatus, and materials during
fieldwork and laboratory work, paying attention to health and
safety
Make and record observations and measurements using a
range of methods for different investigations and evaluate the
reliability of methods and suggest possible improvements
Apply sampling techniques

A a

i

e a a i

Mea

Apply mathematical concepts and calculate results

e

e

Understand and use SI units and IUPAC International Union of
Pure and Applied Chemistry chemical nomenclature

Present observations and data using appropriate methods,
including tables and graphs
Interpret observations and data, including identifying patterns
and using observations, measurements and data to draw
conclusions

Use and derive simple equations and carry out appropriate
calculations
Undertake basic data analysis including simple statistical
techniques

Present reasoned explanations, including explaining data in
relation to predictions and hypotheses
Evaluate data, showing awareness of potential sources of
random and systematic error
Identify further questions arising from their results

Scie ce e
Bi

e

ia a ea
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Cells and organisation

The particulate nature of matter

Fossil fuels and fuel usage

The skeletal and muscular systems

Atoms, elements and compounds

Energy changes and transfers

Nutrition and digestion

Pure and impure substances

Changes in systems

Gas exchange systems

Chemical reactions

Describing motion

Reproduction

Energetics

Pressure in fluids

Health

The periodic table

Forces Balances and in motion

Photosynthesis

Materials

Waves Sound, energy, light

Cellular respiration

Earth and atmosphere

Electricity and electromagnetism

Relationships in an ecosystem
Inheritance, chromosomes, DNA and
genes

Matter

Y a
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I can use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome
opponents in direct competition through team and individual
games for example, badminton, basketball, cricket, football,
hockey, netball, rounders, rugby and tennis

I can explore and experiment independently and demonstrate
technical control with a range of creative materials, processes,
resources, tools and technologies showing innovation and
resilience

I can develop my technique and improve my performance in
other competitive sports for example, athletics and
gymnastics

I can explore the effects that a range of creative techniques,
materials, processes, resources, tools and technologies have on
my own and others creative work

I can perform dances using advanced dance techniques within
a range of dance styles and forms

I can explore how creative work can represent, document, share
and celebrate personal, social and cultural identities

I can take part in outdoor and adventurous activities which
present intellectual and physical challenges and be encouraged
to work in a team, building on trust and developing skills to
solve problems, either individually or as a group

I can explore and describe how artists and creative work
communicate mood, feelings and ideas and the impact they
have on an audience

I can analyse my performances compared to previous ones and
demonstrate improvement to achieve my personal best
I can take part in competitive sports and activities outside
school through community links or sports clubs

I can give and consider constructive feedback about my own
creative work and that of others, reflecting on it and making
improvements where necessary
I can apply knowledge and understanding of context, and make
connections between my own creative work and creative work
by other people and from other places and times
I can reflect upon how artists have achieved effects or
communicated moods, emotions and ideas in their work
I can combine my knowledge, experience and understanding to
plan and communicate my creative work for a range of different
audiences, purposes and outcomes
I can draw upon my familiarity with a range of discipline specific
techniques in my creative work
I can draw upon my design knowledge and make connections
with greater independence to modify and develop my creative
designs
I can perform, produce, design, exhibit and share my creative
work in formal and non formal contexts, considering the impact
of my creative work on the audience
I can identify and respond creatively to challenges with
resilience and flexibility
I can safely choose and use the correct creative tools and
materials with some consideration for others
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I can understand that there are connections between language,
culture and identity and that these differ around the world

I can understand the general meaning of what I hear and can
communicate it in my language of choice

I can communicate in a growing range of languages
appropriate to the context

I can listen to and understand information about a variety of
topics, recall it and summarise the main points in my language
of choice

I can recognise and discuss connections, commonalities and
differences between the languages I speak and those that I am
learning

I can use a variety of cues to predict the general meaning in a
variety of familiar and unfamiliar spoken contexts

I can receive information in one language and adapt it for
various purposes in another language

I can listen and read empathetically, recognising the differing
perspectives of others
I can read texts, choosing strategies which best help me
understand them
I can listen and read, showing awareness of how grammar and
punctuation affect meaning
I can develop my vocabulary and pronunciation through
listening and reading, and use new words and phrases in a
variety of contexts
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I can use and adapt familiar language, varying
vocabulary and tone to suit the audience

I can listen to and remember poetry, drama and prose and can
adapt them creatively

I can adapt and manipulate language and make appropriate
choices about vocabulary, idiomatic language and syntax in
order to express myself

I can retell stories creatively

I can reflect on the quality of my expression and use a range of
strategies to ensure greater clarity in my spoken, written and
visual communication

I can respond to what I hear, read and view expressing opinions
and showing my understanding

I can attempt to spell more difficult words plausibly using a
range of strategies

I can use my imagination to respond to literature

I can use my imagination and can experiment with language to
create my own literature

I can plan and write for different purposes and audiences

I can respond to what I hear, read and view, asking questions to
show my understanding

I can interact with others, talking and writing about my
thoughts, feelings and opinions showing empathy and respect

I can recognise the features of different types of literature and
use appropriate language to talk about them

I can use familiar idiomatic language and appropriate register in
my communication
I can communicate using familiar phrases and sentences
I am beginning to reflect on my language use in order to
improve the quality of my communication

